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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The rise of the behavioral movement in political

science has produced an interesting blend of empirical knowl-

edge and statistical information. In numerous major studies

of political behavior,l practitioners have strained so-called

hard data through sophisticated mathematical controls, while

allowing human factors gleaned from observation to frame the

results.

One result has been that since achieving respectabil-

ity only three decades ago, political behavioralism has

crowded aside the traditional approach of analyzing the

political process by examining its institutions. However,

newly found acceptance has produced complacency in some poli-

tical science behavioralists, which Heinz Eulau warns against.

The conflict between behavioralists and traditionalists con-

tinues, which is unfortunate because behavioral approaches

lI a r e complimentary and supplementary to the more traditional

lFor a summary of writings, which emphasize voting be
havior, see William H. Flanigan, Political Behavior of the
American Electorate (2d ed.; Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1972), pp. 2-5. For a summary of studies of legislators and
related areas see James David Barber, The Lawmakers (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1965), pp. 262-263.
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methods of the discipline,11 Eulau has written. l Moreover,

behavioralism is challenged both from without and within.

The movement has grown to be a "threat to traditional values

in the minds of some," Eulau explains, and there are behav-

ioralists who contend the movement should be more sharply

focused on practical solutions to "the world's personal and

social ills.,,2

The absence of a generally accepted theory of politics

or government suggests that behavioralists in those areas

have lacked specific direction. At the same time, precon-

ceptions, particularly in a relatively new field, could be

an inhibiting factor to unbiased research and the develop-

ment of properly substantiated theories. An objection to

prematurely adopting a rigid position may be behind this

criticism from Eulau and James G. March of the traditional

3approach:

Although the classics of political philosophy
from Plato to John Stuart Mill have been "people
systems," modern political science, at least
until recently, neglected the human actors that
make political institutions and processes tick.

lHeinz Eulau, Micro-Macro Political Analysis (Chicago:
Aldine Publishing Co., 1969), p. 161.

2I b i d., p. 365.

3conclusions of the "Behavioral and Social Services
Survey," ed. by Heinz Eulau and James G. March, Political
Science (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969),
p. 27.
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Behavioralism is righting that neglect in political

science, they indicate, adding the prediction that there

will be renewed interest in studies of political leadership

and leadership recruitment. Leadership is in many ways a

characteristic of the political system, rather than an

independent variable, Eulau and March write, but "before it

can be studied as a systemic property its behavioral

dimensions must be analyzed more fully.lll

They seem to be in close agreement with Don R. Bowen,

who believes political scientists have corne to realize the

necessity for developing stable and unambiguous classifica

tion schemes. 2 Bowen also points out that a cornmon thread of

the behavioral movement has been the goal of constructing a

systematic empirical theory of politics. 3

A variation of that goal, the need for an ambition

theory of politics, has been called for by Joseph

schlesinger,4 who has been foremost in charting characteris-

tics of elective office holders. Meanwhile, James David

lEulau and March, p. 50.

2no n R. Bowen, Political Behavior of the American
Public (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,
1968), p. 15.

3I b i d., p. 17.

4Joseph Schlesinger, Ambition and Politics: Political
Careers in the United States (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.,
1966), p. 4.
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Barber concentrates on theory and methodology in studying

political recruitment. Barber uses a line by Magnus in

Shaw's play "The Apple Cart" to make his point:

Even political science, the science by which
civilization must live or die, is busy explaining
the past while we have to grapple with the
present; it leaves the ground before our feet in
black darkness whilst it li1hts up every corner
of the landscape behind us.

It is not the intention of this thesis to belittle

the work of such prominent political scientists. Being able

to predict the performance of politicians, which is a con-

cern of Barber's, has appeal. But a literature search con-

vinces one that regardless of the quantity which has been

written on characteristics of political ambition, much of

the landscape behind us remains in shadows, if not in dark-

ness. It is with some wonderment, and frustration, that

one considers the lack of reliable data available on a sub-

ject so basic. Political scientists appear to have 1eap-

frogged their way from summaries of biographical information

on politicians to attempts at framing a theory on ambition--

while barely dealing with those issues which lay between.

As John W. Soule wrote, " ... it is with some amazement that

one notes the lack of systematic evidence dealing with such

1James David Barber, "Strategies for Understanding
Politicians," American Journal of Political Science, XVIII
(May, 1974), 443-467.
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[political] ambitions of incumbent officeholders."l

Who, then, are the ambitious politicians? Who are the

people they represent? What are their current political

fortunes? How do they operate when dealing with constituents?

And perhaps most important, what are the results when char-

acteristics of political ambition are analyzed. In an effort

to find answers--or clues that later might lead to answers--

to these and other questions, the 100 Iowa state representa-

tives were interviewed.

My thesis is that the politically ambitious representa-

tive is well-educated, young and comes from an urban area.

Other possible characteristics of ambition will be defined,

or at least discussed. They include family background,

willingness to remain in the Legislature and serve in leader-

ship roles, and whether the ambitious legislator is oriented

toward statewide interests or those of his district. The

definition of ambition in this thesis is having an interest

in holding higher elective office; that is, a statewide or

congressional seat.

That definition is more restrictive than generally

used by political scientists who have conducted similar

IJohn W. Soule, "Future Political Ambitions and the
Behavior of Incumbent State Legislators," Midwest Journal of
Political Science, XIII (August, 1969), 439-454.
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Those studies have employed Schlesinger's defini-

tion of progressive ambition, which is aspiring "to attain

an office more important than the one he [a politician] now

seeks or is holding." Schlesinger contrasts that form of

ambition with discrete ambition, where a politician "wants

the office for its specified term and then chooses to with-

draw from public office," and static ambition, where a per-

son "seeks to make a long-run career out of a particular

office.,,2

The shortcoming in Schlesinger's definition of progres-

sive ambition is that it is too broadly drawn. A legislator,

upon being interviewed, may say he or she someday hopes to

attain a more important office. What is a more important

office? For the freshman legislator who discovers little

satisfaction in legislating, being elected to the county

board of supe.rvisors may become more important. Or, a dis-

solutioned lawmaker may attach more importance to becoming

an elected administrator, such as county clerk of court.

Those legislators then would probably fall within

Schlesinger's definition of having discrete or static ambi-

tiona But what effect did their earlier interview responses

lSee Soule, Ope cit., p. 441; Paul L. Hain, "Age,
Ambitions, and Political Careers: The Middle-age Crisis,"
The Western Political Quarterly, XXVII (June, 1974), p. 266.

2Schlesinger, p. 10.
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have on political science's limited pool of ambition data?

with a more tightly drawn definition of political ambition,

could it not have been determined at the outset that their

ambition was static, not progressive? For example, in

interviewing representatives for this thesis, some--both

freshmen and veterans--initially said they did aspire to

higher office. "I'd like to run for the Senate some day"

was a common response. The Senate referred to was Iowa's

and when it was explained that only statewide and congres

sional offices were considered higher, those representatives

changed their answers to no. Those lawmakers would have

come under Schlesinger's definition of progressive ambition.

In fact, they are not seeking to be full-time, career poli

ticians. If developing an ambition theory of politics is

important, it is the career politician--or at least those

who strive to someday fall in that class--who should be

studied.

The intention here is not to downplay the importance

of local or legislative office. Decisions made by those

public officials often are more important to their consti

tuents than actions taken by Congress or officials elected

statewide. Indeed, in large metropolitan areas, being mayor

or on the city council may be a more prestigious and powerful

position than being, for example, a congressman or the state

auditor. When that is the case, it should be recognized by

those studying political ambition. That is not the case in
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Iowa. Being elected mayor of Des Moines or to the Iowa

General Assembly does not, one would submit, meet either the

general public's or most politicians' definition of having

achieved high public office.

A further question arises that bears directly on the

subjects interviewed for this paper: Is the ambition level

of legislators important in Iowa? Put another way, what

route do politicians follow in obtaining high elective

office in this state? In what appears to be the most inc1u-

sive work on the backgrounds of major political leaders--

governors and U.S. senators--Schlesinger says Iowa and Rhode

Island are the most "highly structured" states in the way

political leaders are selected, and that the "principle pat-

t.ezn" for advancement is through the Legislature. His study

covered the years 1900 to 1958 for governors and 1914 to

1958 for U.S. Senators. 1

An examination of Iowa records between 1960 and 1974 2

indicates the Legislature continues to be an important

training ground and stepping stone for ambitious politicians.

Of three new governors elected in those years, none had

been a legislator and of four new U.S. senators, only one

lSch1esinger, p. 109.

2Based primarily on biographies of congressmen and
officials elected statewide as found in the Iowa Official
Register (Des Moines: State of Iowa, 1959-60 through 1973
74) •
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had been a lawmaker. But the check also showed that of 18

new holders of other statewide offices--lieutenant governor,

secretary of state, auditor, secretary of agriculture,

treasurer and attorney general--eight had been legislators.

Of 13 new u.s. Representatives elected from Iowa between

1960 and 1974, four had been legislators. Perhaps as impor-

tant as the figures is the fact that when alternative avenues

of political advancement to other statewide offices are

tabulated, only local elective office is in the background

of more persons (six) elected to the u.s. House than is

legislative experience. No other category--private busi-

ness, public administration, or local elective office--

seriously challenged legislative background as a means of

advancing to statewide office.

An interesting study of 474 legislators from

1
California, New Jersey, Ohio and Tennessee was later

classified in terms of political ambition and office advance-

ment for the 1957-70 period by Paul Hain. His analysis

showed that 74 percent of those lawmakers who achieved

higher office had earlier expressed progressive ambitions.

Looked at another way, 42 percent of those who said they

were ambitious in 1957 later achieved higher office, while

lWilliam Buchanan, Heinz Eulau, LeRoy C. Ferguson, and
John Wahlke, The Legislative system: Explorations in Legisla
tive Behavior (New York: Wiley Publishing Co., 1962).
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only 21 percent of those who said they were not ambitious

went on to higher office. Hain concluded that planning ahead

is necessary for political advancement by younger legisla-

tors, while advancement by those 55 and older involves a

greater degree of chance. l Thus, one might argue, how legis-

lators perceive their ambitions may be a fairly good pre-

dictor of how successful many of them ultimately will be.

The importance of better understanding politicians

seems obvious. Schlesinger, in a widely quoted observation

on political ambition, had this to say:

To slight the role of ambition in politics, then,
or to treat it as a human failing to be suppressed,
is to miss the central function of ambition in
political systems. A political system unable to
kindle ambitions for office is as much in danger
of breaking down as one unable to restrain ambi
tions. Representative government, above all,
depends on a supply of men so driven; the desire
for election and, more important, for re-election
becomes the electorate's restrain upon its public
officials. No more irresponsible government is
imaginable than one of highm~nded men unconcerned
for their political futures.

At the same time, ambition and what a politician will

do to fulfill it is a matter worthy of public inspection.

That process may be improved by better understanding from

whence our politicians come.

IHain, p. 272.

2schlesinger, p. 2.
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THE LITERATURE

Probably the best researched characteristic of polit-

ical ambition is age. As one might expect, studies have

shown that level of ambition decreases with years. Writes

Schlesinger:

The hopes which lie in the hearts of young men
running for their first offices are secret. Some
are undoubtedly already forming their first presi
dential inaugural address, while others have no
thought of the future. But, as a career develops,
success spurs ambition and failure dampens it.
What is reasonable for a 30-year-old state legis
lator is ridiculous in his colleague of 60. 1

Schlesinger then makes these generalizations: The

younger a person is when entering politics the greater the

range of ambition and the likelihood of developing as a

career politician; success among young candidates produces

f i Li '1 2 H' h h1rm COrnIn1tments to a po 1t1ca career. .1S researc sows

that of u.S. representatives elected in 1956, when divided

into five-year age groups, the largest bloc first entered

the House between the ages of 35 and 40. Schlesinger's

study also showed that of governors first elected between

lJoseph Schlesinger, Ambition and Politics: Political
Careers in the United States (C6icago: Rand McNally & Co.,
1966), p. 9.

2I b i d., p. 176.
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1900 and 1958, the greatest number were between 45 and 50

years old, and of U.s. senators elected for the first time

between 1914 and 1958, the largest number were between ages

50 and 55. 1

Those points become more salient when one considers

the growing number of young people eligible to participate

in politics, and the emphasis society in recent years has

placed on their involvement. Early office seeking appears

particularly important in Iowa when it is noted that 53 per-

cent of the governors and senators in Schlesinger's study

were first elected to a public office before reaching age 30.

Only four states--South and North Carolina, Mississippi and

Flor~da--had a higher percentage. 2

Rain's analysis of legislators from four states found

that 81 percent of the lawmakers 30 and younger had progres-

sive ambitions, compared with only 12 percent of those 66 or

older. Progressive ambition was defined as wanting to move

to more important political office. The study also showed

that the ambition level ranked no lower than 75 percent for

legislators through age 45 and then dropped off markedly.

Rain, who as noted earlier also studied candidate success

rates at different ages, concluded: "The realistic outlook

lSchlesinger, p. 175.

2I b i d., p . 190.
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for a state legislator older than 50 is that he will not

advance. ,,1

He also argues that of the many factors affecting

political ambition, lI ag e is central. u2 With increasingly

complex issues facing lawmakers, however, it is possible to

build a case that education is, at least, close behind.

After comparing educational experience with income and occu-

pation, Stephen E. Bennett and William R. Klecka asserted

that education has the most effect on attitudes which "are

said to motivate people to participate in political life ••• ,,3

More specifically, Soule's study of the Michigan House

showed that 77 percent of the legislators with college de-

grees aspired to more important political office, while 47

percent with some college or business school and only 33

percent of those with a high school education or less had

such aspirations. "Legislators who have less than a college

degree may be reflecting realistic attitudes about their own

political goals rather than a disregard for higher office

lpaul L. Hain, "Age, Ambitions, and Political Careers:
The Middle-age Crisis," The~estern Political Quarterly,
XXVII (June, 1974), 273-274.

2I b i d., p. 269.

3Stephen E. Bennett and William R. Klecka, "Social
Status and Political Participation: A Multivariate Analysis
of Predictive Power," Midwest Journal of Political Science,
XIV (August, 1970), 355-382.
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per se," wrote Soule. l

Another interesting aspect is the effect rural or

urban orientation has on ambition. The data, however, is

not conclusive, and neither is it strictly comparable to the

research done for this thesis. One study on party competi-

tion in Iowa found that county chairmen from urban counties

tend to have more education, higher incomes, are younger

and more mobile. The study did not find, however, that there

is more party competition in urban counties. The degree of

party competition was based on election returns for the

1955-65 period, using races for governor, attorney general

and state representatives. 2 Another Iowa study concluded

after analyzing election returns between 1946-56 in con-

tests for governor, state representatives and selected county

officials, that the degree of party competition does not

. . b 3lncrease ln ur an areas. It should be noted, however, that

the relationship between party competition and individual

ambition is not necessarily consistent.

IJohn W. Soule, "Future Political Ambitions and the
Behavior of Incumbent State Legislators," Midwest Journal of
Political Science, XIII (August, 1969), 447.

2Richard J. Heuwinke1 and Charles W. Wiggins, "Party
Competition and Party Leadership Attributes," American
Journal of Political Science, XVII (February, 1973) I 159-169.

3Samuel C. Patterson and G. R. Boynton, "Legislative
Recruitment in a Civic Culture," Social Science Quarterly,
September, 1969, pp. 243-263.
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Yet another study, which surveyed city council mem-

bers in several municipalities, found that 55 percent of

those officials from cities of 30,000 or more population

desired other political office, while only 33 percent of

those officials from smaller cities expressed such an

interest. 1

It would be stretching to compare traditionally lower

voter turnout in rural areas with individual ambition. How-

ever, a statement on voter turnout by Robert E. Lane will be

offered because it also makes interesting observations on

the differences between urban and rural politics:

Sense of citizen duty increases with the popu
lation of the voting area, evidently reflecting a
higher rate of assimilation of civic norms by lower
status people in such areas. It also is true that
sense of political efficacy is higher in metropolitan
areas than in other areas ..• Residents of cities •.•
belong to more organizations than do rural residents,
increasing their contact with like-minded people and
making politics more salient for them. Contact
with the media is, to some extent at least, greater
in urban than in rural areas ... Levels of education,
and therefore of understanding of the issues and
visibility of personal and group stakes in electoral
decisions, are higher in urban coroIDunities ••• 2

This data suggests that urban areas--regardless of the

degree of party competition--offer an atmosphere that is more

IGordon S. Black, "A Theory of Political Ambitions:
Career Choices and the Role of Structural Incentives," The
American Political Science Review, LXVI (March, 1972),157.

2Robert E. Lane, Political Life: Why People. Get
Involved in Politics (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1959),
p. 266.
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likely to prepare individuals for seeking public office.

Once realizing some success by being elected to office, it

is further anticipated, the urban climate is more apt to pro

pel individuals toward higher office.

It might follow, therefore, that once elected, the

most ambitious officeholders would view their responsibil-

ities--and political opportunities--from a broad perspective.

At least two studies have indicated this to be true. In a

survey of 372 city councilmen, Kenneth Prewitt and William

Nowlin found that ambitious officeholders tend to have a

broad rather than narrow perspective on policy questions. l

And Soule's study found that 35 percent of ambitious

Michigan legislators were state oriented, 41 percent were

district-state oriented, and 24 percent were district

oriented. On the other hand, 29 percent of non-ambitious

lawmakers were reported to be state oriented, 32 percent

were district-state oriented, and 39 percent were district

oriented. "We would expect politically ambitious legis-

lators to broaden their role taking (i.e., state oriented),

because higher office would involve an expanded constituency,"

Soule explained. 2

lKenneth Prewitt and William Nowlin, "Political
Ambitions and the Behavior of Incumbent Politicians,"
Western Political Quarterly, XXII (June, 1969), 298-308.

2Soule, pp. 452-453.
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The influence of the family has been widely recog

nized as a factor in an individual's future interest in

politics. One study of legislators from four states found

that between 41 percent and 59 percent of the lawmakers,

depending on which state they were from, had one or more

relatives who were or had been involved in politics. l Other

studies have shown that a person's sense of political effi-

cacy is greater if he or she comes from a politically stimu

2lated home, and that leaders of the Eighty-eighth Congress

reported having been socialized at an earlier age than mem

bers of the four legislatures referred to above. 3

Other information, however, tempers any hasty con-

elusions that one may be inclined to make about the family's

influence on political ambition. Soule, for example, asked

94 legislators what the main agent of their political

socialization was. Twenty-four said family, 27 said school,

IHeinz Eulau, William Buchanan, LeRoy C. Ferguson,
and John C. Wahlke, "9. The Political Socialization of
American State Legislators,1I Legislative Behavior: A Reader
in Theory and Research, eds. John C. Wahlke and Heinz Eulau
(Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1959), pp. 306-307.

2Kenneth P. Langton and David A. Karns, "The Relative
Influence of the Family, Peer Group, and School in the Devel
opment of Political Efficacy," Western Political Quarterly,
XXII (December, 1969), 813-826.

3Allan Kornberg and Norman Thomas, "The Political
Socialization of National Legislative Elites in the United
States and Canada," Journal of Politics, XXVII (November,
1965), 761-775.
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21 an event and 22 listed occupational group.l Another

study reported that of 118 active urban party members inter

viewed, 43 said their parents were politically active, 71

said their parents had not been, and in four cases the ques

2tion did not apply.

Dealing with another question, Soule's study makes a

further interesting point. He found that 76 percent of the

ambitious legislators interviewed were willing or probably

willing to remain in the Michigan House for three terms,

while 90 percent of those who did not profess to be ambitious

answered in the affirmative. 3 Soule drew no conclusions from

those percentages, but they suggest that ambitious politi-

cians tend toward chancing electoral defeat in order to

achieve their goals and are more prone to place a limit on

the commitment they will make to their present office.

Those are the major points, which appear applicable

to this thesis, uncovered by the literature search. In

summary, the literature shows that ambition wanes with age

and increases with level of education, and suggests that

having an urban orientation bolsters ambition. The

lsoule, p. 445.

2Robert H. Salisbury, "The Urban Party Organization
Member,1I Public Opinion Quarterly, XXIX (Winter, 1965-66),
550-564.

3Soule, p. 442.
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literature also provides evidence that ambitious politicians

approach decision making from a broader perspective; that

the level of family political involvement is important-

though not paramount--in an individual pursuing a political

career; and raises the possibility that politicians who

desire higher office are less likely to remain on a lower

rung of the political scale if opportunity for advancement

does not present itself. Other studies and observations by

political scientists were collected. Generally, this informa

tion is of lesser importance, in terms of the stated thesis,

but will be presented in conjunction with the findings.



Chapter 3

THE INTERVIEWS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

The 100 state representatives were interviewed be-

tween April 17 and September 20, 1975--73 of them in person

and the rest by telephone. In almost all cases, legislators

were cooperative, and no difference could be discerned in

the degree of candor between those lawmakers interviewed by

telephone and those interviewed in person. Most interviews

took between 10 and 15 minutes each.

It was decided to survey members of the Iowa House,

rather than the 50-member Senate, for two reasons. One, it

was believed the larger House would provide a broader

sampling. Secondly, members of the Senate are older, having

1an average age of 59, and presumably are more settled in

their political careers. It should be pointed out, however,

that the Senate, which has four-year terms while state repre-

sentatives are elected for two years, often does produce can-

didates for higher office. This appears to be particularly

true in "safe" election years when a senator would retain

his legislative seat if the move for higher office failed.

It would be interesting to survey both state senators and

IThe Des Moines Sunday Register, January 12, 1975,
P • 4C , co1. 2.
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representatives so information on political ambition for the

entire Legislature could be obtained and comparisons made

between the two chambers.

In preparing the questionnaire (see Appendix I) it

was decided to close off questions, thus making the inter

views as objective as possible; also, limiting possible

responses required representatives to answer some questions

more directly than they otherwise might have. Finally,

relying on closed off answers, rather than more general ones

requiring later interpretation, permitted optimum use of a

computer for data analysis.

Some questions asked the lawmakers deserve explanation

or comment. Dual occupations were given by some representa

tives, the most frequent being business and farming. In

those cases, the primary occupation was determined, in order

to obtain results which are as simple as possible. Repre

sentatives' appraisals were accepted without challenge on

such questions as the type and political makeup of districts,

whether they survey constituent attitudes extensively enough

to justify a positive answer, and whether they hold regular,

organized meetings with constituents. Two or three repre

sentatives who said they did not write a regular newsletter

added that they do appear regularly on radio shows, answer

ing questions about legislation and their positions. In

determining annual salary, legislators were asked to include

the spouses salary, but not their legislative salary. One
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legislator refused to include spouses salary, saying it was

not pertinent.. Two other repre.sentat.ives declined to answer

the question, saying income is a personal matter. The basic

salary for Iowa lawmakers is $8,000 a year, plus $40 a day

for attending committee meetings and other official func

tions when the General Assembly is not in session. Thus,

gross income would often be one or two brackets higher than

indicated in the results. Legislative pay was not included

in an attempt to determine the financial base a representa

tive has when considering a campaign for higher office.

However, some legislators say they could make more money if

they were not in the General Assembly. I.t is conceded that

a case could be made for having included legislative salary

as part of income.

While of a more speculative nature, an observation

also will be made on the political philosophy question. One

intention was to require representatives to indicate basic

liberal or conservative leanings, and the question appears

to have been successful in doing that. But in many cases,

representatives appeared to be in a dilemma over whether to

classify themselves as liberals or moderate liberals, or as

conservatives or moderate conservatives. At least one law

maker settled on moderately conservative because, he said,

conservative has a reactionary connotation with some persons.

The same comment in reverse was heard from some lawmakers who

suggested that liberal might be interpreted as being radical.
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One speculates that had radical and reactionary also been

offered as alternatives, those dilemmas might have been eased

and the results may have been slightly different, with more

representatives declaring themselves to be straight liberal

or conservative. One representative also said radical would

have been the first choice in a self-definition of political

philosophy.

with the advantage of hindsight, other criticisms of

the questionnaire can be made. Perhaps ways could have been

found to have eliminated no response answers to some ques

tions, although this does not appear to have been a major

problem. Also, the questionnaire is not long enough to probe

the makeup of ambition as thoroughly as one might prefer.

Questionnaire length was restricted because of the number of

interviews. As with most studies, however, this one is not

considered conclusive, but hopefully is a contribution to

political science's bank of information. Other comments on

the questionnaire will be made later.

The key question, of course, was: Are you interested

in seeking higher elective office? Nine state representa

tives answered "yes", 30 responded "maybe", and 61 said " no tl .

Those answers and how they relate to other responses will

be discussed in the findings after numerical results (see

Table I) and legislators comments on seeking higher office

are presented.
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TABLE I

SUl"1MARY OF RESPONSES MADE BY THE
REPRESENTATIVES TO POLITICAL

QUESTIONNAIRE

100 IOWA STATE
AMBITION

Sex of representatives:
Male ••••
Female •••••.

90
10

Political party:*
Republican ..
Democratic •.

40
60

Age of representatives:**
20 to 29 ••
30 to 39 41\

40 to 49 ••..
50 and older.

15
21
31
33

occupation:***
Farmer •.•.
Business.
Lawyer .•.
Legislator ..
Educator ...
Laborer.
Retired.
Other.

.......

28
24

8
7
7
7

10
9

Marital status:
Married ••
Single .••

83
17

16
31
29
24

background:
school or less .

Some college or trade school.
Bachelor's degree ..
Advance degree ..•.

Educational
High

contested election, a Republican
was replaced by a Democrat. There
Republicans in the Iowa House.

*As a result of a
interviewed for this thesis
now are 61 Democrats and 39

**Representatives' average age: 44.

***The other category includes the occupations of com
munity organizer, two students, three housewives, a journalist,
a labor relations specialist and a pharmacist.
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TABLE I (continued)

Experience in Legislature:
One year •...
Three years.
Four years ..
Five years ..
Seven years ..
Nine or more years.

Type of legislative district:
Rural .
Mixed ..
Urban ...

Political makeup of legislative
Strong Republican ....
Moderate Republican ..
Swing .' .
Moderate Democratic.
Strong Democratic ...

district:

28
44

1
10

6
11

31
36
33

16
34
26
10
14

Describe your legislative experience:
Very rewarding ...•••......••.
Somewhat rewarding .....
Somewhat disappointing,.
Very disappointing ..•...

• • • • 6" • • • 61
34

5
o

Have you been a
Yes .•
No • ., ....

legislative leader or committee chairman?
35
65

you seek
future?

Would
in the

yes ....
Maybe.
No iii ••••

a leadership post

...
or committee chairmanship

70
9

21

Would you seek
future?

Yes ..
No ...

appointment to an interim committee in the

89
11
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TABLE I (continued)

In what order of importance in the development and passage
of legislation do you rank individual research, committee
work, floor debate and contact with constituents?

Individual research:
Ranked first .•
Ranked second.
Ranked third •.
Ranked fourth.
No response ...

.. .. . .. .

24
26
37
12

1

Committee work:
Ranked first ..
Ranked second.
Ranked third ..
Ranked fourth.
No response ..

........ .. .. .. . .. .. 32
34
31

2
1

Floor debate:
Ranked first ..
Ranked second .•
Ranked third ...
Ranked fourth ....•.
No response ...

'* • • • • If • •

o
8

11
80

1

Ranked
Ranked
Ranked

Contact with constituents:
first ...
second ..
third ..••

Ranked fourth .•
No response.

43
31
20

5
1

45
52

3

between voting for the state
the people in your district,

... .. .. ..

If a bill presents a conflict
wide interest or the interest of
how would you most likely vote?

Statewide.
District ...
No response.

.. .. .. .
Do you survey

Yes.
No ..

constituent attitudes on legislative proposals?
68
32
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TABLE I (continued)

Do you write a
Yes.
No ••••.

regular newsletter?
75
25

Do you hold regular,
Yes
No ..

organized meetings with constituents?
59
41

Do you accept
Yes ...
No ..

speaking invitations outside your district?
86
14

Do you want to remain in the Legislature?
Yes ...
Maybe.
No .•.•

65
32

3

Did you seek elective or political
running for the Legislature?

Yes.
No •. • • • • e * • • • •

party

......

positions before

64
36

Are you interested in
Yes ..
Maybe.
No .....

seeking party positions in the future?
20

4
76

Politically, how active was your
Very active ..•..•..
Moderatelyactive ..
Inactive ..•........

family?
14
35
51

What is your political philosophy?
Liberal .
Moderately liberal .
Moderately conservative ..
Conservative.
NO response ..

11
39
43

5
2

DO you want to remain active as an elected office holder?
Yes... 81
Maybe. 18
No. c • • .. • .. • • 1
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TABLE I (continued)

Are you interested in seeking higher elective office?
yes.............. 9Maybe .

• • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • .. . . • 30
No 61

If yes or maybe, what higher office is most attractive?
Go'vernor .•..••..•....•• ,. • • • . • . • • • • •• • • . • • • . • • • • • • 9
Statewide other than governor ..••••••......•.•... 12
u. s . senator...................................... 2
U.S. representative •...•..•••••••••••.•....•••••• 14
No response...................................... 2

Why are you interested in seeking higher office?*
Politicalambi t i.on, . '" ,. . • •. . • . . . . . . . .. . • • • . 18
More influence on governmental decisions ..•..••.. 16
Other ....•.•.•••••••.••••..•.••••••.•.•••••. ,. .. • • • 5

Why are you not interested in seeking higher office?**
Satisfied with present position .•....•...••...•.. 17
Demands on job, finances, family too great •••••.. 13
Too old ••••• .,,. ••••••••., •••• 0 ••••••••• G • • • ••• • • • • • 16
For age, experience, already working to ability.. 8
Other ,. •••' .. ., •• ,. .. • • • 7

Annual income:
Less than $10,000 28
$10,000 to $15,000 ••.•.••••••..•••••••••••••••.•• 28
$15 , 000 to $ 20 , 000 • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • 18
$ 20 , 000 to $ 30 , 0 00 . . . . . . • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . 16
$ 30 , 000 to $ 50 r 000 •• ,. III •••• ,. •• 0 ' III • I! • • • • • • 7
$50,000 and over ...•....•.••... o ••••••••••••••••• 1
No response ,. ••.' iii< til ••••••• oct 2

*Other reasons for being interested in seeking higher
office: main interests are national and international affairs,
needs a full-time job to afford staying in politics, wants to
restore confidence in government, needs a full-time job to
remain in politics and is mainly interested in international
affairs, general interest in government.

**Other reasons given for not being interested in
seeking higher office: have to compromise beliefs too much,
physical limitation, is not a realistic ambition, difficult
to raise campaign funds, and lack of ambition in three cases.
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Having presented that data, a look at some of the

explanations representatives gave for why they are or are

not interested in seeking higher political office should

help flavor the statistical results. Upon reading the com-

ments on why some representatives are interested in higher

office, the writer could not determine whether the comments

came from a "yes" or "maybe" respondent. For that reason,

and because of the small number of "yes" answers, those com-

ments will be treated--for this purpose--as having come from

ambitious pOliticians. First, here are explanations from

those who gave political ambition as their reason for aspir-

ing to higher office:

"I'm an ambitious person. It becomes boring after
awhile in the same office. I think I could do a good
job. "

"I think I'd do a good job. I really want to see a
woman be there."

"I enjoy the work and
would like to progress.
team, I'd want to be the
American Dream. 1f

as every other American, I
If I were foreman of a dirt
supervisor--the Great

"You have some expertise and knowledge and you
want to use that."

"In this business you either go up or get out."

"More power to insert your own ego."

Comments from ambitious representatives who said they

want to have more influence on government included:

"You can get a better shot at doing things. You're
involved in decision making on a broader basis."

"You think you can do things (at a higher level)
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and affect legislation. Here what troubles
people most is that you can't do anything about
what's happening with the federal government."

"I enjoy working with people and for people.
I'm very interested in improving government. II

"I'm not terribly interested, but there's
always the thought if you could get one rung
higher you could do so much more."

"A governor can do more in a week than a
legislator can do in a year."

Several ambitious legislators also found it difficult

to decide which higher office would be most attractive to

them. "For someone to say, 'Bang! That's an office I'm after'

is a serious mistake," said one. Explained another:

don't know what's coming up tomorrow."

"You

Turning to those who say they are not interested in

seeking higher office, here are comments from some of those

who gave age as the reason:

"I'm too damn old."

"I think it's too late in life. If it was 20
years sooner, I might."

"I've more or less decided to take things
easier."

"I don't want to be tied down."

"I'm probably getting to the age where a person
should break away from it (politics)."

111 just donlt have the incentive, physical
stamina that is required to campaign for higher
office."

Legislators who said they are satisfied with their

present position counted on oPPortunity for close contact
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with constituents as an advantage which could be lost if

elected to higher office. Some of the comments:

"The Legislature is the most important
(elective office) to the people."

"I'm really happy in the Legislature. That's
the process which has always fascinated me."

"I enjoy being a representative, but ... that is
as far as I want to go."

"If you can do the job at this level, you can
have a lot of input into what happens to people."

"I'm not that far into nor do I want to dedi
cate my life to politics. I'm an educator who
happens to be in the Legislature."

"I don't think you would have the same rapport
with the people you are trying to aid."

Family, business and a preferred life style would

have to be sacrificed too much in the view of some represen-

tatives who say they have no interest in seeking statewide or

congressional offices. Comments:

"You deprive you and your family from doing
some of the things you otherwise would have done."

"I still want to be an active farmer and
member of the community."

"I'm neither celibant nor promiscuous so I
won't leave my husband. 'I

"I enjoy my occupation. Any higher elective
office would totally wipe that out. 'I

"My business comes first."

Other non-ambitious representatives believe they

already are working to capacity, in view of their youth,

ability or experience. As their comments will indicate,
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some of them do not rule out the possibility of being ambi

tious in the future, but answered "no" when asked if they

are interested in seeking higher elective office. Among the

responses:

"I don't fancy myself doing more than getting
ahold of this job. 1I

"I'm too young for anything higher than I've
got. I think I've reached my ability for now."

"I want more experience here."

"Most people with any political smarts don't
strike for offices they don't have a realistic
chance of getting. I think I've gone about as
far as I can go."

"I feel like I'm possibly not educated enough
to seek higher office ... "

Finally, there are legislators who have other reasons

for not seeking higher office, ranging from simple lack of

ambition to a physical limitation to finding more satisfaction

in non-political work. "To win, they own your soul, whoever

put up the money," declared one representative, who is dis-

enchanted with the cost of major campaigns and the problems

of financing them. Another lawmaker, long involved in poli-

tics, said: "I think I've done more than my share."

As we have seen, representatives have a wide variety

of reasons for being or not being interested in higher

office. Some reveal frustration with what they are doing;

others, satisfaction. Some reasons are personal. Others,

practical. Some say they want to benefit others. And there

are those who want to fulfill themselves. How, when



statistically analyzed, these explanations translate to

characteristics of ambition is the sUbject of the next

chapter.
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Chapter 4

THE FINDINGS

In analyzing the data, responses to the question on

interest in seeking higher elective office were cross

tabulated with answers to all other queries. Results of

some crosstabulations appear significant, while others do

not. Where crosstabulation has shown a high degree of sig

nificance, response breakdowns will be presented in detail,

complete with tables. Where results are not significant, at

least from the standpoint of crosstabulation statistics,

percentage breakdowns between those who are, may be, or are

not ambitious usually will be presented. In other cases,

where the sampling is too small to be statistically meaning

ful or where a pattern of ambition does not emerge, gene.ral

discussion of the data may suffice.

Because only nine lawmakers answered "yes" to having

an interest in seeking higher office, there will be times

when that group is combined with the 30 who responded "maybe".

Those answering "maybe" are considered basically a.mbi tious,

because legislators frequently explained that their qualified

answer resulted from an understanding of the roles chance and

opportunity play in politics (see quoted responses in previ

ous chapter). Running for higher office might depend, for
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example, on an incumbent congressman who is a member of the

legislator's political party deciding not to seek re-election.

Also, little difference was noted by the interviewer in ex-

planations given by "yes" and "maybe" respondents to the

prospect of seeking higher office. Put more succinctly,

both groups appear interested; "yes" respondents are more

interested. It should then follow that comparing "yes" and

"maybe" respondents--the ambitious representatives--with

those who answered " no" can be a valuable strategy in

studying their characteristics.

How does the ambition level among Iowa House members

compare with legislators from other states? Iowa's 39 per-

cent (combining those who answered "yes" or "maybe") is well

below the 59 percent cited by Hainl and the 60 percent cited

2by Soule. However, both those studies were on progressive

ambition, which was defined as being interested in more

important political office. 3 When this factor is considered,

and it is remembered that Iowa lawmakers were asked only

about their interest in seeking statewide or congressional

Ipaul L. Hain, .,Age, Ambitions, and Political Careers:
The Middle-age Crisis," The Western Political Quarterly,
XXVII (June, 1974), 270.

2J oh n W. Soule, "Future Political Ambitions and the
Behavior of Incumbent State Legislators," Midwest Journal of
Political Science, XIII (August, 1969), 442.

3Ha i n, p. 266; Soule, p. 441.
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office, the ambition level of Iowa representatives may not

be substantially lower.

What follows is a question-by-question analysis of

interview responses, broken down in terms of ambition.

Sex--Three of the 10 women (30 percent) and 36 of the

90 men (40 percent) said they are or may be interested in

seeking higher office. Because of the small number of women,

further analysis does not seem appropriate. One might note,

however, that women, who make up 51.4 percent1 of the state's

population, are seriously under-represented. Some writers

contend that this situation is changing, not only here but

nationally. Kristi Andersen, for example, points to the

growing momentum of the women's liberation movement, and the

changing makeup of the work force--from 34 percent of women

being employed full-time in 1952 to 43 percent in 1972.

"Over time, this fact must blur the traditional, sharply dif-

ferentiated sex roles, in politics as in other areas ..• ," she

2recently wrote.

Political party--A minority from both major political

parties expressed an interest in running for higher office.

1 I owa Office for Planning and Programming, The Quality
of Life in Iowa: An Economic and Social Report to the Gover
nor for 1974, ed. Ronald Sagraves (Des Moines: State of
Iowa), pp. 1-6.

2Kristi Andersen, "Working Women and Political Par
ticipation," American Journal of Political Science, XIX
(August, 1975), 439-453.
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Combining "yes" and "maybe" responses, 25 of 60 Democrats--

41.6 percent--said they were interested, compared with 14 of

40--or 35 pe.rcent--of Republicans. While that percentage

difference is not great, Democrats accounted for nearly all-

eight of nine or 88.9 percent--of the "yes tt responses. Of

the 30 answering "maybe," 17 or 56.7 percent were Democrats,

and the remainder were Republicans.

Age--The crosstabulation of age with interest in

seeking higher office supported previous studies showing that

ambition decreases among older legislators (Table II). It is

particularly interesting to note that of the nine representa

tives who answered an unqualified "yes," eight were under 40

years of age. Among those who said "maybe," more middle

aged lawmakers held to the possibility of running for a

major office: eight of 31 or 25.8 percent in the 40-49 age

bracket. At the same time, only one of 15 representatives

29 years of age or younger is not interested in seeking higher

office. That's 6.7 percent, compared with 28.6 percent of

those in the 30-39 age group who are not interested, 71 per

cent of those 40 to 49, and 97 percent of those 50 and older.

In no case did an older group give a more positive response

to seeking higher office. The median age of ambitious

representatives was 33i of non-ambitious House members, 50.
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TABLE II

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER ELECTIVE OFFICE (HEO) BY AGE

Age by HEO
Bracket Yes Maybe No Totals

20-29 4* 10 1 15
26.7 66.7 6.7
44.4 33.3 1.6

30-39 4 11 6 21
19.0 52.4 28.6
44.4 36.7 9.8

40-49 1 8 22 31
3.2 25.8 71.0

11.1 26.7 36.1

50 and 0 1 32 33
older 3.0 97.0

3.3 52.5

Totals 9 30 61 100

*Key:
Number
Row percent
Column percent

occupation--Historically, farmers have dominated the

Iowa House more than any other occupational group. At one

time, between 1925 and 1935, farmers held an average of 55.7

percent of the seats and were able to outvote all other

groups during five of six legislative sessions covered by

Charles Hyneman's study, as discussed by Wahlke and Eu1au.
l

IJohn C. Wah1ke and Heinz Eulau, eds., Legislative
Behavior: A Reader in Theory and Research (Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1959), pp. 254-256.
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with increasing urbanization, the number of farmer

legislators has dwindled to 28, but still leads all other

groups. While agriculture remains a potent force in the

Iowa Legislature, are farmers a likely group from which to

recruit candidates for higher office? This study suggests

not. Cross tabulation is of little help when analyzing am

bition by jobs, but simple statistics have a story to tell.

While farmers make up 28 percent of the Iowa House,

only one of nine--ll.l percent--of the representatives who

said they are interested in seeking higher office is a farmer.

And only four--or 13.3 percent--of those lawmakers who said

they may be interested are farmers. Persons in business, on

the other hand, scored slightly above average in terms of

ambition. Making up 24 percent of the Iowa House, they account

for a third of those who expressed a definite interest in

seeking higher office and 26.7 percent of those who answered

"maybe" to the question. Because of the small number of

representatives in the remaining categories, it would be easy

to read too much into that data. Therefore, more meaningful

results can be obtained by combining "yes" and "maybe"

answers by occupation (Table III). Collapsing that data

indicates lawyers and those who consider themselves full-time

legislators are the most ambitious. Not unexpectedly, given

the crosstabulation on age and ambition, those who are re

tired expressed no interest in seeking statewide or congres-

sional office.
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TABLE III

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER OFFICE BY OCCUPATION

Occupation

Farming

Business

Lawyer

Legislator

Educator

Laborer

Other

Retired

Total

Number in
Iowa House

28

24

8

7

7

7

9

10

100

Number answering
yes or maybe

5

11

6

6

3

3

5

o

39

Percentage

17.9

45.8

75.0

85.7

42.9

42.9

55.6

0.0

39.0

The likelihood of persons from various occupations

being elected to high public office also may be indicated

through an examination of which groups are overrepresented

or underrepresented in the House. The obvious problem with

this form of analysis is that ambition to serve in the

Legislature does not automatically transfer to seeking

higher office. A case in point is that of farmers now serv-

ing in the House. Also, it is difficult to categorize occu-

pations with complete accuracy_ Nevertheless, farmers make

up 28 percent of the Iowa House, but only 14.6 percent of

the state's labor force; professionals, including lawyers,
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educators and some of those in the other occupational cate

gory, account for 22 House seats, but only 10.2 percent of

the labor force; 24 percent of the representatives are in

business, but only 11 percent of the work force is consid-

ered managerial; 7 percent of the representatives are

laborers, while 60.4 percent of the work force is con-

sidered laborers, craftsmen, clerical, transportation or

service employees, or hold similar jobs. l The conclusion is

that professionals, farmers and persons in business are over-

represented, while other occupational groups are underrepre-

sented. Numerous studies on the composition of legislatures,

both in Iowa and other states, have found the same to be

true.
2

Marital status--The data shows that three of 17

single representatives--or 17.6 percent--answered "yes" to

having an interest in seeking higher elective office and 10

of 17--58.8 percent--answered "maybe", for a total of 76.4

percent positive responses. Six of the 83 married

lIowa Office for Planning and Programming, The Quality
of Life in Iowa: An Economic and Social Report to the
Governor for 1972, ed. Ronald Sagraves (Des Moines: State of
Iowa), pp. 2-10.

2studies include Samuel C. Patterson and G. R. Boynton,
"Legislative Recruitment in a Civic Culture," Social S?i~nce
Quarterly, September, 1969, p. 246; Tho~as R. Dye, polJ.t1.9S

in States and Communities (Englewood ClJ.ffs, N.J.: Prentl.ce
Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 119; Jo~eph Schl~singer, Ambiti<;Jn and
Politics: Political Careers J.n the UnJ.ted States (Chl.cago:
Rand McNally & Co , , 1966), pp , 177-180.
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representatives--7.2 percent--answered "yes" and 20 or 24.1

percent responded "maybe," for a total of 31.3 percent.

Looked at another way, single persons, while making up only

17 percent of the Iowa House, account for a third of those

answering "yes" or "maybeU to the higher office question.

Those statistics may indicate that non-marrieds feel greater

freedom, because of fewer family, business or other respons

ibilities, to enter a major political campaign. But age also

appears to be an important factor; seven of the single repre

sentatives are in their 20's, five are in their 30's, three

are in their 40's, and two are in their 50's.

Education--A crosstabulation shows that level of

ambition increases with years of schooling (Table IV) .

Representatives with a high school education or less are the

least ambitious, with only 12.5 percent of them answering

"maybe" to running for statewide or congressional office and

none giving a "yes" response. Those with some college or

trade school indicate more ambition--3.2 percent falling in

the "yes" category and 16.1 percent responding "maybe".

Among college graduates, 31 percent said they may be inter

ested in seeking higher office, while 20.7 percent answered

a definite "yes". "Yes" answers dropped to 8.3 percent for

those representatives with advance degrees, but 58.3 percent

of them answered "maybe". The decline in "yes" responses

among House members holding advance degrees may be due to

the likelihood that they are older, or may be more entrenched



TABLE IV

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER ELECTIVE OFFICE (HEO)
BY EDUCATION

43

Educational HEO
Background Yes Maybe No Totals

High school 0* 2 14 16
or less 12.5 87.5

6.7 23.0

Some college, 1 5 25 31
trade school 3.2 16.1 80.6

11.1 16.7 41.0

Bachelor's 6 9 14 29

degree 20.7 31.0 48.3
66.7 30.0 23.0

Advance 2 14 8 24

degree 8.3 58.3 33.3
22.2 46.7 13.1

Totals 9 30 61 100

*Key:
Number
Row pe.rcent
Column percent
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in their professions. When "yes" and "maybe" answers are

combined, two-thirds of those with advance degrees indicate

an interest in higher office, compared with 51.7 percent of

those with bachelor's degree.s. These findings support

those of Soule, although levels of ambition by educational

groupings are not as high as he found among Michigan state

representatives: Iowa college graduates--58.5 percent ambi-

tious, Michigan--7l percent; Iowa representatives with some

college or trade school--19.4 percent ambitious, Michigan--

47 percent; Iowa representatives with no more than a high

school education--12.5 percent ambitious, Michigan--33 per

lcent. Soule's study also dealt with seeking higher office,

but included a wider range of possible offices than the

statewide and congressional seats considered a measure of

ambition in this thesis.

It also is worthy of note that while 53 percent of

the representatives have at least a bachelor's degree, only

9.1 percent of Iowans 25 and older have that much education,

and that while 24 percent of the representatives have five

or more years of school, that is true for only 3.6 percent

of the general popu1ation. 2 Studies indicate that among

state legislatures, however, Iowa's representatives may be

1Soule, p. 447.

2I owa Office for Planning and Programming, The Qual
ity of Life in Iowa: 1972, pp. 2-8.
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about average in education. One compilation of surveys con-

ducted between 1951 and 1961 showed these percentages of

college graduates in various legislatures: California, 58;

New Jersey, 63; Ohio, 58; Tennessee, 46; Wisconsin, 45;

Minnesota, 54; Indiana, 47; Pennsylvania, 36; and Georgia,

40 percent.
l

One presumes that educational levels among law

makers in those states have gone up since the studies were

done.

Years in the Legislature--No pattern of ambition

emerged when this variable was crosstabulated with ambition.

However, when lI y e s " and "maybe n responses are combined,

representatives serving their third year appear to be the

most ambitious (Table V). That probably is the result of

many legislators with three years experience being young,

but also having acquired confidence in their political

abilities. The table also shows that the ambition level

among lawmakers with nine or more years of service is rela-

tively low, apparently reflecting the age factor.

!wilder Crane Jr., and Meredith W. Watts, Jr.,, . . . .
State Legislative Systems (Englewood Cllffs, N.J.: Prentlce-
Hall, Inc., 1968), pp . 46-47.
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TABLE V

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER OFFICE BY LEGISLATIVE
EXPERIENCE

Years in
Legislature

One

Three

Four

Five

Seven

Nine or more

Totals

Number in
Iowa House

28

44

1

10

6

11

100

Number answering
yes or maybe

9

21

o

4

2

3

39

Percentage

32.1

47.8

0.0

40.0

33.3

27.3

Type of District--As noted earlier, data on the effect

rural or urban orientation has on political ambition is in-

conclusive, although some studies have indicated that urban

areas may foster ambition. The results of this study sup-

port that suggestion, though not with a great degree of

statistical significance. Looking first at those representa-

tives who answered "yes" to the question on seeking higher

elective office, only one of nine was from a rural district,

while three were from mixed districts, and five were from

urban districts. Of the 30 answering "maybe," seven were

from rural districts, nine were from mixed districts and 14

were urban lawmakers. Percentages, too, increased from
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rural to mixed to urban districts among representatives who

answered either "yes" or "maybe." These results also

appear to be another reflection of the relatively low level

of ambition indicated by farmers in the section on occupa

tion.

Political makeup of districts--The crosstabulation

shows a fairly even distribution of ambition among repre

sentatives from strong Republican, moderate Republican,

swing, moderate Democratic and strong Democratic legislative

districts. This is consistent with the section on political

party, which showed less than a 7 percent spread in the ambi

tion level between Democrats and Republicans.

To this point, analysis has primarily involved an

examination of ambition in terms of representatives' back

grounds or biographical-type characteristics. Many of the

remaining sections, including the next one, will attempt to

reflect differences in attitudes among ambitious and non

ambitious representatives, differences in how they approach

their jobs, and what some of the basic tools for building a

political base are. Comparable studies could not be found,

but would have been helpful in confirming or refuting re

sults or implications of responses to attitudinal questions.

Legislative experience--When crosstabulated with ambi

tion, a relatively even distribution resulted between repre

sentatives who have found their legislative experience very

rewarding or somewhat rewarding. Of the five who said that
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experience has been somewhat disappointing, two answered

"yes
ll

to being interested in higher office and three answered

"no". Though the sampling is too small to be significant, it

suggests that dissolutioned representatives may be more in

clined than other House members to get out of politics or

seek an office they believe will be more satisfying.

Held leadership post--Of the 35 representatives who

have held leadership positions or been committee chairmen,

four--or 11.4 percent--said they were interested in higher

office and l4--or 40 percent--said they might be. Among the

65 who have not held such positions, five--7.7 percent-

answered "yes" and 16--24.6 percent--answered "maybe". Thus

a total of 51.4 percent of those in leadership positions

indicated they were ambitious, compared with 32.3 percent of

those who have not held such posts. The data suggests that

those who are ambitious gravitate toward obtaining such posi

tions, which often are considered a potential base of pol

itical power. Only standing committee chairmanships quali

fied representatives among leadership ranks; appropriations

subcommittee, special committee and interim committee chair

manships did not.

Seek leadership post--The conclusion suggested in the

previous section is supported by responses to whether repre

sentatives are interested in seeking a leadership post or

committee chairmanship in the future. Of the nine representa

tives who expressed interest in seeking higher office, eight--
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or 88.9 percent--also said they want to be in leadership or

be a committee chairman. Of the 30 who responded "maybe" to

campaigning for higher office, 26--or 86.7 percent--also are

interested in being a legislative leader. But among the 61

who said they are not interested in higher office, only 36-

or 59 percent--said they would seek a leadership post of

chairmanship in the future. In addition, only six responded

"maybe" to seeking such a position, leaving 19--or 31.1 per

cent--who expressed no interest in chairing a committee or

being a floor leader.

Seek an interim committee appointment--Oesire to be

on an interim committee did not produce such a differentia

tion between ambitious and non-ambitious lawmakers. Of

those responding "yes" to seeking higher office, 77.8 percent

also said they would seek appointment to an interim committee,

compared with 93.3 percent of those answering "maybe" and

88.5 percent of those who said "no".

Research, committee work, floor debate, constituent

contact--Responses to these four elements in the development

of legislation will be treated in a single section. One

representative declined to rank them in order of importance.

The question was conceived with the thought that politically

ambitious lawmakers would tend to rank floor debate higher

than the non-ambitious, because it tends to provide media

exposure. If representatives' answers can be considered

candid, there is only slight evidence that floor debate is
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acknowledged to be of greater importance by the more ambi

tious representatives. That is not to say, however, that some

House members do not frequently participate in floor debate

because of the public exposure that may result.

In any case, results were not conclusive. As noted

earlier, 24 respondents attached top priority to individual

research, 32 to committee work, and 43 to constituent contact,

while none said floor debate was the most important. Never

theless, it is interesting to note that among responding

representatives who answered "yes" or "maybe" to the ques

tion on higher office, five of 38--or 13.2 percent--ranked

floor debate second in importance, compared with only three

or 4.9 percent of the 61 non-ambitious lawmakers.

Another way of approaching this data is to assign

points for the number of 1, 2, 3 or 4 rankings each vari

able received~ 1 rankings were each assigned four points, 2

rankings three points, 3 rankings two points and 4 rankings

one point. Total points were divided by the number of

respondents in each category of ambition. The results are

in Table VI. As it shows, those who are the most ambitious

set a higher priority on individual research and floor de

bate than did those answering "maybe" or "no" to having an

interest in higher office. At the same time, ambitious

representatives ranked committee work and contact with con

stituents lower than did other legislators. Those in the

maybe category of ambition gave a low ranking to individual
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research, while setting a high priority on committee work.

And the non-ambitious placed the highest priority on contact

with constituents, while playing down floor debate to a

greater extent than did more ambitious representatives.

TABLE VI

AVERAGE RANKINGS GIVEN TO IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL
RESEARCH, COMMITTEE WORK, FLOOR DEBATE AND

CONSTITUENT CONTACT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LEGISLATION, BY THOSE ANSWERING YES,
MAYBE OR NO TO HAVING AN INTEREST IN

SEEKING HIGHER ELECTIVE OFFICE

Individual research:
Those answering yes to higher office .•••.•.•.••
Those answering maybe to higher office .......••
Those answering no to higher office ••••.•••••••

Committee work:
Those answering yes to higher office ..••.•.•...
Those answering maybe to higher office ..••....•
Those answering no to higher office ...•......••

Floor debate:
Those answering yes to higher office ..•••..••..
Those answering maybe to higher office ....••••.
Those answering no to higher office .•....•..•••

Contact with constituents:
Those answering yes to higher office •••••••••••
Those answering maybe to higher office •••••••••
Those answering no to higher office •••..•••••••

2.89
2.48
2.66

2.78
3.03
2.97

1.56
1.34
1.19

2.78
3.14
3.18

Statewide-district orientation--This study supports

previously cited literature indicating that ambitious pol

iticians have a statewide, rather than district, orientation

(Table VII). The interview question was: If a bill presents
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a conflict between voting for the statewide interest or the

interest of the people in your district, how would you most

likely vote? Three representatives said their votes would

depend strictly on the issue, and, thus, they could not

answer the question. The crosstabulation showed that of

those responding, 77.8 percent of those who answered "yes"

to seeking higher office also said they would vote for the

statewide interest, while 22.2 percent of the most ambitious

House members checked district interest. Among those re

sponding "maybell to running for a higher office, percentages

shifted to 60.7 percent for statewide interest and 39.3 per

cent for the interest of the legislative district. And of

those who said they were not interested in higher office, a

greater shift occurred, to 35 percent indicating statewide

orientation and 65 percent district orientation. How legis

lators actually vote is, of course, a different issue. A

performance survey in another state asked 181 legislators

to rank six criteria for decision making. The pre-session

ranking was, in order, conscience, state interest, district

interest, party interest, wishes of a particular group,

wishes of the governor. Later, legislators said their per

formance stacked up this way: district interest, conscience,

party interest, statewide interest, group wishes and wishes
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More support, perhaps for the adage that

one should watch what a politician does, not what he says,

especially when votes back home are involved.

TABLE VII

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER ELECTIVE OFFICE (REO)
BY STATEWIDE OR DISTRICT ORIENTATION

orientation

Statewide

District

Totals

HEO
Yes Maybe No Totals

7* 17 21 45
15.6 37.8 46.7
77.8 60.7 35.0

2 11 39 52
3.8 21. 2 75.0

22.2 39.3 65.0

9 28 60 97

*Key:
Number
Row percent
Column percent

Surveys, newsletters, meetings, speaking invitations--

Answers in these four areas, which also will be handled in a

bloc, produced mixed results, the best of which are only

indicative. Sixty-eight representatives said they survey

lRonald D. Hedlund, "Perceptions of Decisional Refer
ents in Legislative Decisionmaking," American Journal of
Political Science, XIX (August, 1975), 527-542.
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constituent attitudes on various proposals, and there was

little difference between the ambitious and non-ambitious.

Seventy-five House members said they write a regular news

letter and the distribution again was quite even. However,

when asked if they meet regularly with constituents, two

thirds of those who said they are interested in statewide

or congressional office gave positive responses, as did

73.3 percent of those who said "maybe" to seeking higher

office. In contrast, 50.8 percent of the non-ambitious

representatives said they meet regularly with constituents.

All of the most ambitious representatives said they accept

speaking invitations outside their legislative district,

compared with 96.7 percent of those who answered maybe to

higher office, and 78.7 percent of those who said they are

not politically ambitious. The implication is that ambi-

tious lawmakers are more inclined to take advantage of op-

portunities to meet and curry favor with potential con-

stituents.

Remain in Legislature--Hardly any House incumbent, it

seems, is willing to say he or she wants to leave the Legis

lature. More intriguing, though, is that non-ambitious repre

sentatives appear to prize their present office more than do

those who acknowledge that higher office has appeal. Per

haps that should not be surprising. Soule's study, for

example, found that 76 percent of ambitious lawmakers in the

Michigan House were willing or probably willing to remain for
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three terms, compared with 90 percent of the non-ambitious. l

In the Iowa House, 89.9 percent of the most ambitious re-

sponded "yes" or "maybe" to wanting t.o . .remaln, as dld 96.7

percent of those who answered "maybe" to seeking higher office

in the future, and 98.4 percent of those who said they are

not interested in higher office. One difference in the

studies is that Iowa representatives could give a positive

response even though they may want to remain for only one

more term. It also is worthy of note that of those who

answered "maybe" to running for higher office, only 43.3 per-

cent answered "yes" to remaining in the legislature, while

more than 53 percent answered "maybe". More than 70 percent

of both the most ambitious and the non-ambitious answered

"yes" when asked if they wished to remain in the Legislature.

These statistics lend support for the suggestion made in the

introduction that ambitious politicians are more prone to

chance losing public office if an opportunity for advance-

ment presents itself.

This study also supports findings of two others on

the willingness of legislators to seek re-election. One

analysis, using data from Wah1ke et al., of four state legis

latures found that, depending on political party, between 65

1
. 2

and 93 percent of the lawmakers expected to seek re-eectlon.

York:

lsou1e, p. 442.

2Dwaine Marvick, ed., Political Decision-Makers (New
The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), p. 248.
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The other study found that of 96 members of the Connecticut

House responding to a questionnaire, 65 percent said they

would or probably would be willing to serve three more
1terms.

Party positions--In terms of characteristics of pol

itical ambition, the questions on whether representatives

had held previous elective or Republican or Democratic Party

positions or would seek party positions in the future were

not productive. Sixty-four legislators said they had held

such positions, and the distribution among ambitious and non-

ambitious was relatively even. Again with even distribution,

only 24 House members said they would be interested in party

posts in the future. During interviews, some who said they

did not want a party position expressed the view they al-

ready had paid their political "dues." A study of 181 Iowa

House and Senate members, who were interviewed in 1967,

showed that 53.6 percent of the lawmakers had held formal

party leadership positions. 2 While that percentage is fairly

close to these results, it should again be pointed out that

the interview question included both party and previous

elected positions.

IJames David Barber, The Lawmakers (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1965), p. 20.

2patterson and Boynton, p. 250.
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Family--As stated in the literature summary, data is

inconclusive on the degree to which the family instills pol

itical ambition. So are the results of this study, although

there is an indication that the family may be a noteworthy

factor among the most ambitious representatives. Of the nine

representatives who said they are interested in higher

office, two said they came from politically active families

and four said their families were moderately active. Thus,

the family influence may be seen in two-thirds of that small

group. However, none of those answering "maybe" to seeking

higher office said their families were politically active,

and only 30 percent said they came from families that were

moderately active. Of the non-ambitious, 19.7 percent re-

ported coming from politically active households and 36.1

percent said they were from moderately active ones, for a

total of 55.8 percent. In Patterson and Boynton's study,

39.2 percent of the lawmakers said immediate family members

had been active in politics. l In this study, when repre

sentatives from very and moderately active families were

meshed, the percentage is 49. One probably should not ex

pect the figures to be higher. Regarding the extent to

which the American family creates political loyalties, Lane

has written:

lpatterson and Boynton, p. 249.
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~h~ldren are rarely encouraged to enter
pol1.t1.cal careers •••And when at various times
people are asked specifically about political
ca:eers, only a fifth to a quarter approve of
th1.S as a career for their sons. Furthermore,
the reasons of those who do approve have to do
rath7r more with the need for good and honest
men l.n government than with the advantages of
such a career for the boy himself, hardly an
endorsement of the field of politics. l

Political philosophy--The data provides evidence that

liberals are more ambitious than conservatives in the Iowa

House (Table VIII). Of the nine most ambitious representa-

tives, three described themselves as liberal and six as

moderately liberal. Of the 30 who said they might be in-

terested in a higher office, seven--23.3 percent--classified

themselves as liberal, 14--46.7 percent--as moderately lib-

eral, and nine--30 percent--as moderately conservative. None

of the five House conservatives indicated an ambition for

higher office.

The impact liberals have had on the results of this

study should be recognized. One way to do that is to compare

them with the five conservatives. A fascinating picture

emerges: The 11 liberals include only one Republican; the

conservatives only one Democrat. The average age of the

liberals is 32; of the conservatives, 55. Six of the 11

liberals are single; all the conservatives are married.

Liberals average having a bachelor's degree; four

lRobert E. Lane, Political Life: Why People Get
Involved in Politics (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1959),
pp. 207-208.
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INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER ELECTIVE OFFICE (HEO)
BY POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

59

HEO
Philosophy Yes Maybe No Totals

Liberal 3* 7 1 11
27.3 63.6 9.1
33.3 23.3 1.7

Moderately 6 14 19 39
liberal 15.4 35.9 48.7

66.7 46.7 32.2

Moderately 0 9 34 43

conservative 20.9 79.1
30.0 57.6

Conservative 0 0 5 5
100.0

8.5

Totals 9 30 59 98

*Key:
Number
Row percent
Column percent
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conservatives said they had a high school education or less,

one some college or trade school. Only one liberal comes

from a rural district, while four conservatives do. Eight

of the liberals said they generally vote the statewide in

terest; the conservatives said they generally vote their

legislative district's interest. Three liberals said they

are interested in seeking higher elective office and seven

said they might be; none of the conservatives are. Seven of

the liberals reported annual incomes of less than $10,000,

and one each reported being in the brackets through the

$30-50,000 range. Four conservatives said their incomes

were $15,000 to $20,000, and one said it was between $10,000

and $15,000. In essence, liberals have carried dispropor

tional weight in this attempt to define characteristics of

ambition. They make up only 11 percent of the Iowa House,

but more than a fourth of ambitious legislators. Their

interest in seeking higher office gives Democrats an edge

over Republicans when ambition by party is tested. While

less than half the representatives choose voting the state

wide interest over that of their districts, liberals select

statewide by nearly three-to-one. They are young, single,

educated and come from urban areas, thus increasing the im

portance of those factors in the statistics. Conservatives,

of course, are a counterforce, but not such a potent one in

terms of this study because they comprise a much smaller

part of those legislators who are not ambitious.
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Remain an elected office holder--Results were similar

to those on the question about seeking re-election to the

Legislature, with only one representative answering "no".

One result, however, was that four of those representatives

who said "maybe" to both seeking higher office and remaining

in the Legislature, responded with "yes H when asked about

remaining an elected office holder. Also, seven non

ambitious representatives who answered "maybe" to remaining

in the Legislature changed their answer to "yes ll when asked

about wanting to remain active as an elected official. In

both cases, those representatives may be indicating an in

terest in running for local office or the Iowa Senate.

Most attractive higher office--Because of the small

number of representatives who answered "yes" to seeking a

statew~de or congressional seat, it is difficult to make a

meaningful comparison with those House members who answered

maybe. Nevertheless, it is curious that 77.8 percent of

those who gave "yes" answers said being governor or holding

other statewide office would be most attractive, while those

responding "maybe" split evenly between state and congres-

sional offices.

Appeal of higher office--Again, meaningful compari-

sons between the two ambitious groups are not apparent, al

though one interesting difference surfaced. All those

answering "yes" to higher office gave political ambition or

having a greater influence on governmental decisions for a
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reason, while 16.7 percent of those answering "maybe" to

higher office gave a variety of other reasons. Perhaps

" es" respond t hyen s ave a somewhat clearer view of why they

are in politics. The idea that politics serves personal

needs is supported by Lane, who lists six reasons for pol

itical involvement: Advance economic or material well

being; satisfy need for friendship and social relations;

seek to understand the world and the causes of events; re-

lieve intrapsychic tensions; seek power over others; and

defend and improve self-esteem. l

Income--The statistics show that those in the lowest

income bracket--under $10,000 a year--are the most ambitious

(Table IX). At higher income levels, however, results are

checkered, perhaps reflecting the presence of politically

ambitious professionals, including lawyers. However, the

median income of ambitious representatives remains well

under that of the non-ambitious. Legislators answering

"yes" to being interested in higher office had a median

family income--not including their General Assembly salaries

of $8,000 and up--of $12,500, compared with $13,500 for those

responding "ma ybe", and $18,000 for those who said they were

not politically ambitious. The median family income for all

100 representatives in 1974 averaged $16,060, not counting

legislative compensation. comparable figures from government

1Lane, p. 102.
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sources were not available for 1974, but the U.S. Department

of Housing and Urban Development recently issued a press re

lease which said that the median family income in Iowa's

larger cities--including Des Moines, Davenport and Cedar

1Rapids--had topped $14,000. Presumably, family income

would average less in smaller cities and rural areas.

TABLE IX

INTEREST IN SEEKING HIGHER OFFICE BY INCOME

Income level
Number in
Iowa House

Number answering
yes or maybe Percentage

Less than
$10,000

$10-15,000

$15-20,000

$20-30,000

$30-50,000

$50,000 and
over

Totals

28 18 64.3

28 10 35.7

18 3 16.7

16 4 25.0

7 3 42.9

1 0 0.0

98 38

Having provided an opportunity for the reader to be-

W; t h the research through a presentationcome more familiar ~

coup.l.e of additional comments on theof the findings, a

November 2, 1975, p. 12A,IDes Moines Sunday Register,
col. 1 and 2.
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questionnaire are in order.

An independent means of determining the type of legis

lative district--rural, mixed or urban--and its political

makeup--Republican, Democratic or swing--would have been

preferable to relying on representatives' assessments. That

would have required statistical analyses of the urban and

rural populations in each district, as well as traditional

voting patterns. Such an analysis presents difficult prob

lems for two reasons. First, legislative districts do not

follow county boundaries, while counties are the basic unit

from which census information on rural and urban populations

is extracted. Extracting that information on a precinct-by-

precinct basis for each district would, therefore, have been

required. Second, voter registration information by party

also follows county, rather than legislative district,

boundaries, creating the same problem. In addition, simply

checking which party carried each district in recent elec

tions is not adequate because of reapportionment of legisla

tive districts, which became effective in 1972, and the fact

that the Democratic Party took control of the General

Assembly in 1974 for the first time since the mid-1960s.

After conversations with Democratic and Republican Party

employees about the complicated and time-consuming solutions

to these problems, it was decided to rely on representatives'

judgments. It is conceded that some lawmakers may have been

inclined to downplay the strength of his or her party in a
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district; some Legislators seem reluctant to acknowledge

their re-election is a virtual certainty. One advantage of

relying on the representatives, however, may have been that

they reflected the rural-urban orientation of their dis

tricts more accurately than statistics would have. For

example, urban growth in a district may have resulted from

persons moving off the farm and into nearby municipalities.

The orientation of those constituents could be expected to

remain mostly rural, even though they had statistically be

come an urban dweller.

The section in which representatives ranked research,

committee work, floor debate and constituent contact was not

as instructive as had been hoped. Perhaps greater detail

should have been sought in those and other areas, along the

lines of Barber's work. l The same type of problem was en-

countered in the section on whether representatives survey

constituent attitudes, write newsletters, meet regularly

with constituents, and accept speaking invitations outside

their legislative districts. Perhaps those were the wrong

questions, or perhaps obtaining more detailed information

would have produced better results. The writer remains con

vinced, however, that most career politicians develop dis

ciplined working habits intended to result in everyday, even

IBarber, The .Lawmakers, pp. 271-281.



mundane, decisions being handled in a way which is con

sistent with the future goal of reaching higher office.

66



Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

As we have seen, ambitious state representatives in

Iowa are generally well-educated, young and come from urban

areas. Thus, the data supports the thesis. In addition, the

findings indicate that single persons and liberals are likely

to be more ambitious than married persons and conservatives,

which may be attributable in large part to age differences of

these groups. Farmers do not appear to be particularly

ambitious, a finding that more detailed analysis could show

to be a by-product of age, political philosophy, rural

orientation and perhaps other factors.

But, as one writer put it, political combatants are

not "equivalent to the steel ball in a pinball game, bumping

passively from post to post down an inclined plane."l There

is evidence of attitudes among the ambitious which are not

present in the non-ambitious, of a different set of prior

ities being present as seekers of higher office go about their

legislative responsibilities. The most important, as revealed

by the findings, is that ambitious state representatives are

more likely to vote for the statewide interest over that of

IDavid Bicknell Truman, The Governmental Process (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1951), p. 332.
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their own legislative districts. The study also showed am-

bitious representatives are more likely to already have

achieved legislative leadership posts, and have a greater

willingness to continue holding such positions. The ambi

tious legislator appears more ready to walk into the media

spotlight of floor debate, and accept speaking invitations

which broaden the political base. By a narrow margin, the

ambitious also appear not quite so willing to indefinitely

remain in the Legislature. One is left with the impre.ssion

that behind an ambitious representative's behavior is a

grand political design, or at least a seed which could

quickly be brought to bloom should the opportunity for ad-

vancement arise. which is not to say that, for such persons,

the job of legislating need be neglected. Indeed, if elec-

tion to the Iowa Legislature is viewed as a step toward

higher office, political ambition can translate into being a

hard working lawmaker.

The findings also produced mixed, or inconclusive,

results. The influence of the family on ambition among state

representatives remains uncertain. So does the importance,

if any, of having held elective or political party positions

before being elected to the House. Income data, too, is not

conclusive, and raises a question: Do ambitious representa

tives have lower incomes because they are devoting more time

to politics, or because they are younger and not yet well-

established in a business?
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More sophisticated analysis of th d 'e ata ml.ght provide

an answer to that and other questions wh' h d, l.C eserve further

research if characteristics of ambition, a·r t b ' .e 0 e defl.ned as

sharply as possible. Is there a relationsh,l.' b tP e ween age,

occupation and perhaps other factors which would help ex-

plain why Democrats in this study are slightly more ambitious

than Republicans? Is the ambition level of, say, a Democrat

elected from a traditionally Republican area higher because

his tenure might be short-lived, or lower because he is

cautiously trying to hold on to a tenuous position? Was the

question on individual research, committee work, floor debate

and constituent contact ill-conceived, or would further

analysis produce more concrete results or, at least, suggest

improvements in the questionnaire which would better probe

the behavior of ambitious representatives? What would be

the result of analyzing likely voting pattern--statewide vs.

district--against such variables as rural-urban orientation,

age, occupation? What is the relationship between education

and political philosophy? Are Iowa representatives typical

of state legislators across the country and, if so, can it

be assumed that characteristics which surfaced in this

study are likely to be found in lawmakers from New Jersey or

Georgia or Oregon? (A national survey of legislators'

characteristics, such as average age, occupational breakdown,

educational background and marital status, could not be

f I f t tes is mostlylocated. Existing data from a hand u 0 s t.a.ce.e
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15 to 25 years old, and was handled in summary form in the

thesis. Because of numerous changes, polit1'ca.1 and social t

which have taken place in the past two decades ,
is considered suspect.)

that data

The questions could go on, but th·ere 1'S one 'ra1sed by

Eulau which deserves special attention, especially since it

involves a problem facing the behavioral movement in political

science. That is how reflective of the individuals involved

are the facts which result from aggregate totals? He points

out that when the aggregate result is applied to the indi-

vidual, the inference may be wrong. It is a problem for

which Eulau yet has no answer, but he argues that one needs

to be found if behavioral statements are to be made about

large political systems. In the meantime, aggregate data

should not be abandoried , but treated with reservation, in

E I I '., Iu au s op1n10n.

Indeed, such data should not be abandoned. Ambition,

at its heart, is a quest for power. Power to make money, to

command respect or attention, to fulfill personal needs, to

cause change in a social system that hopefully benefits the

general public. Efforts to define the source or depth of

political power frequently are futile, or too often are suc

cessful only after power has been wielded without the benefit

1 . '., 1 Anal sis (Chicago:Heinz Eulau, Micro-Macro Po11t1ca
Aldine Publishing Co., 1969 t PP. 162-163.
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of a public discussion. To duse aescription by Eulau and

prewitt:

.•. Power is elusive, and it is elusi
cisely because it is so pervasive, so p:~nl~~~us-
and so invisible. Once we begin to inquire into
the phenomenon of power, the reality to which it
presumably refers recedes ever more into the back
~l-r0';ln~• The sea:-ch for power seems to involve
lnflnlte. regresslon. There always seems to be
power behind power. There appears to be no end
of the line. l

The task, then, becomes one of understanding those who

hold or seek power--the ambitious. That requires knowing not

only who they are, but from where they came, where they want

to go, and how they plan to get there. Studies such as this

thesis, even if refined, will never be satisfactory. A

theory of ambition, should it evolve, could not be static,

because the characters and their means of operation would be

forever changing. The theory would always be trailing real-

ity. At best, then, ambition theory may eventually be able

to aid the electorate in its recruitment of politicians (at

least in those cases when the public is the recruiter) .

Ambition cannot and should not be stifled, but understanding

ambition better would help us assess the public character of

our politicians. Barber has written:

IHeinz Eulau and Kenneth prewitt, Labyr~nths of
Demcc.racve Ada tations Linka es, Representatlon and

• •. ..' . N· Y rk' TheP011Cl.eS In Urban POll tlCS Indl.anapolls-ew 0 .
Bobbs~Merrill Company, Inc., 1973), p. 5.
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Perhaps the survival of American democracy
does not depend on recruiting the very best
talents to government. But excellence in American
government-~the.rat~ona~ityof its dec~sions, the
quality of Justlce lt dd apenses , the tlmeliness
of its actions--these things depend profoundly on
the character of those we elect. l

( Haven and
1 Th Lawmaker~ New

James David Barber, _8 1965), p.l.
London: Ya University PresS,
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INTERVIEW FORM

1. What is your age as of May 1, 1975?

2. What is your occupation?

3. Are you married?

4. Is your educational background:

High school or less?

Bachelor's degree?

Some college or trade school?

Advance degree?

5. How many years have you served in the Legislature?

6. Do you represent a rural, urban or mixed legislative
district?

7. Is your legislative district:

Strong Republican?

Moderate Democrat?

Moderate Republican?

strong Democrat?

Swing?

8. Has your legislative experience been:

Very rewarding?

Somewhat disappointing?

Somewhat rewarding?

Very disappointing?

9. Have you been a legislative leader or committee chairman?

10. Would you seek a leadership post or committee chairman
ship in the future?

11. Have you or would you seek appointment to an interim
committee?

12. In what order of importance do you place:

Individual research

Floor debate

committee work

contact with constituents
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13. If a bill presents a conflict between voting for the
statewide interest or the interest of the people in
your district, how would you most likely vote?

14. Do you survey constituent attitudes on various proposals?

15. Do you write a regular newsletter?

16. Do you hold regular, organized meetings with consti
tuents?

17. Do you accept speaking invitations outside your legisla
tive district?

18. Do you want to remain in the Legislature?

Yes No Maybe

19. Did you seek elective or political party positions before
running for the Legislature?

20. Are you interested in seeking party positions in the
future?

21. Politically, was your family very active, moderately
active, or inactive?

22. Is your political philosophy:

Liberal

Moderately conservative

Moderately liberal

Conservative

23. Do you want to remain active as an elected office
holder?

24. Are you interested in seeking higher elective office?

Yes No Maybe

25. If yes or maybe, what higher elective office is most
attractive:

Governor?

u.s. Senate?

Statewide other than governor?

u.s. House of Representatives?

26. Why are you (or why are you not) interested in seeking
higher elective office?
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27. Is your annual income (including salary of spouseI' but
not your legislative salary):

Less than $10,000

$15,000 to $20,000

$30,000 to $50,000

_.__$10,000 to $15,000

___$20,000 to $30 1000

_._$50, 000 and over
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